Transgenic DNA modules with pre-programmed self-destruction: Universal molecular devices to escape 'genetic litter' in gene and cell therapy.
Gene delivery to human somatic cells is a well-established therapeutic strategy to treat a variety of diseases. In addition, gene transfer to human cells is required to generate human induced pluripotent cells and also to eliminate tumorigenic undifferentiated cells in many types of stem-cell derived transplantation material. The expression of transgenes in these medical technologies is often required only in some of the recipient cells and only in specific limited time-windows, with inappropriately located or untimely expressed transgenes presenting a risk of undesired collateral effects. Unfortunately, current gene transfer procedures commonly result in a number of cells in the patient's body containing fragments of transferred genetic material which are either not therapeutically necessary at all, are no longer necessary or are necessary but in some other cells. Such transgenic material in the patient, created as a by-product of the chosen therapeutic procedure, constitutes, in fact, 'genetic litter', that is, persisting potentially-hazardous foreign genetic material which is neither required therapeutically nor explicitly chosen by an informed and free-willing person as an artificial body element. Wider use and more frequent administration of gene and cell therapy in the future are likely to give greater prominence to the issue of misdelivered genetic medicines and of their unwanted remainders accumulating in human bodies. Thus, novel DNA templates, which, on the one hand, are capable of providing transgene expression over broad time-windows, and, on the other hand, do not leave unwanted permanent 'genetic traces', are required. I propose that the problem of 'genetic litter' in patients' bodies can be addressed through the employment of a new type of gene vectors delivering DNA-based transgenic modules with pre-programmed self-destruction. Such vectors could deliver therapeutic DNA cargo and then execute self-liquidation through pre-scheduled activation of co-delivered genome editing tools, such as CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases, specific for the DNA to be eliminated. In this model, all unnecessary transgenic DNA is edited away precisely at a desired time point. Activity of the gene correction apparatus for the specific and effective destruction of transgenic DNA could be turned on by well-timed external signals or could be triggered through intracellular sensors of particular epigenetic signatures. It is expected that the employment of the proposed DNA-based gene vectors equipped with a transgene self-destruct mechanism can extend the safe and ethical application of gene and cell therapy to a broader range of curative and lifestyle-choice medical treatments, e.g., full body prophylactic gene therapy of cancer.